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While some news reports indicate that discrimination 
against women on the basis of sex1 in college2 
admissions is increasingly common, there has 

been relatively little public discussion about it—especially 
compared to the much more heated public debate concerning 
race-based affirmative action. Not surprisingly, therefore, there 
have been few attempts to study the extent of the problem 
systematically. One such attempt with which we are both 
familiar—a study by the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights of 
sex discrimination at nineteen colleges and universities in the 
mid-Atlantic states—was unfortunately abandoned for what 
appear to be political rather than substantive reasons.3 Although 
the fate of the Commission’s probe may in part be explained 
by the Commission’s institutional quirks, the muddled politics 
surrounding the attempted probe may reflect in microcosm the 
muddled politics of the broader national debate. In this article, 
we discuss those politics and suggest that the lack of attention 
the issue has received to date may be unfair.

The scope of the gender discrimination problem: Multiple 
news reports indicate that some colleges and universities, 
both public and private, have what they regard as “too many” 
women applicants and are therefore discriminating in favor 
of men—largely because more women than men apply to 
college and their academic credentials are in some ways 
better.4 Several colleges have more or less openly admitted 
to discriminating against women – including the University 
of Richmond5 (a private institution) and the College of 
William and Mary (a public institution).6 Others—including 
Southwestern University (Texas),7 Knox College (Illinois),8 
Brandeis University (Massachusetts),9 Boston University (also 
Massachusetts),10 and Pomona College (California)11—shy 
away from admitting directly that they are discriminating, but 
admit that maintaining an optimal gender balance by non-
discriminatory means is difficult. Trustees at the University of 
North Carolina have proposed instituting affirmative action for 
men, but ultimately decided against doing so.12

Sex discrimination in admissions at public universities is 
illegal under Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972.13 
But under federal law, it is perfectly legal for private institutions 

to engage in sex discrimination in admissions—though 
once both sexes are admitted, neither may be discriminated 
against. There has been relatively little litigation regarding 
these preferences. We are aware of just one case—in 2000, 
several plaintiffs brought suit against the University of Georgia 
challenging the legality of preferences for men along with 
preferences for under-represented racial minorities.14 The 
district court found that the preference for men was indeed 
illegal under Title IX and the Equal Protection Clause of the 
Fourteenth Amendment, but the university opted not to appeal 
the gender issue to the Eleventh Circuit.15

Perhaps the most attention-getting piece on this topic was 
a 2006 New York Times op-ed by Jennifer Delahunty Britz, an 
admissions officer at Kenyon College, in which she admitted 
that her office often gave preferential treatment to men. Some 
admissions insiders wrote in response to Delahunty Britz’s piece 
that these preferences were quite common—what was shocking 
was only Delahunty Britz’s candor in airing this information 
publicly.16 Inside Higher Ed noted that “[w]hile few admissions 
officers wanted to talk publicly about the column, the private 
reaction was a mix of ‘of course male applicants get some 
help’ along with ‘did she have to share that information with 
the world?’” Several years later, after the wave of chatter over 
Delahunty Britz’s piece had died down, Columbia University 
law professor Ted Shaw referred to such discrimination as an 
“open secret.”17

Ultimately, while Delahunty Britz’s piece did touch off 
a wave of chatter elsewhere in the media and in blogs, it did 
not lead immediately to any attempts to study the problem 
systematically.18 One article in U.S. News and World Report 
did make some attempt to quantify the problem by printing 
a table of eighteen schools that have particularly pronounced 
differences in admission rates between men and women. At 
Wheaton College, the school with the largest gender gap of 
the schools examined, the male admissions rate was twenty-one 
percentage points higher than the rate for females; at Grove City 
College, the next school on the list, it was fifteen percentage 
points higher.19 While these numbers are indeed eye-catching, 
there is a possible non-discriminatory explanation for them: 
the male applicant pool at these particular colleges may simply 
be stronger. For whatever reason, women who are marginal 
candidates may simply be more likely to send in applications 
to these particular institutions. Without studies controlling 
for relevant credentials, we cannot know for sure. In addition, 
even if the applicant pools turn out to be precisely identical, 
these figures do not show how large the preferences for male 
applicants are measured in SAT score points or in GPA.

The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights made perhaps 
the best publicized attempt of which we are aware to look at 
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sex discrimination in admissions.20 In September 2009, the 
Commission voted to examine gender discrimination at a 
number of colleges and universities in the mid-Atlantic states. 
The late Dr. Robert Lerner, the head of the Commission’s Office 
for Civil Rights Evaluation and Research, designed a study that 
would look at admissions decisions at nineteen different colleges 
and universities in that region. The schools were chosen so as 
to ensure a diverse sample in terms of size, selectivity, religious 
affiliation, and status as a historically black institution. The 
Commission’s researchers would control for entering credentials 
such as high-school grade point average and SAT score to 
see if colleges appeared to be granting preferential treatment 
to one sex. During an eighteen-month long investigation, 
the Commission obtained data from fifteen colleges and 
universities— Lincoln University of Pennsylvania; University 
of Maryland-Eastern Shore; Virginia Union University; Howard 
University; Catholic University of America; Loyola College in 
Maryland; University of Richmond; York College, Pennsylvania, 
Goucher College; Goldey-Beacom College; Washington 
College; Shepherd University; Shippensburg University of 
Pennsylvania; the University of Delaware; and the University 
of Maryland at Baltimore County. After much resistance, three 
others—Georgetown University, Johns Hopkins University, 
and Gettysburg College—agreed to crunch their own numbers 
following the Commission’s research protocols.21

Yet in a surprising March 2011 vote, a majority of 
members of the Commission voted to cancel the long-
established study just as it was coming to fruition. No notice 
had been given to the study’s supporters on the Commission 
that such a vote would be taken. Eighteen months’ work was 
all gone in an instant.

Members of the Commission who voted to terminate the 
study claimed that the limited geographic scope of the project 
and shortcomings in the data of the project motivated their 
vote. But both were makeweight arguments. The argument that 
it was necessary for the Commission to undertake the expense 
of a national study rather than a study of schools in the mid-
Atlantic region in order to better understand sex discrimination 
is decidedly unpersuasive. There is no evidence at this point that 
gender discrimination is a more severe problem in some regions 
than in others. As noted earlier, colleges in locations as diverse 
as Ohio, Georgia, Virginia, Texas, Massachusetts, Illinois and 
California have all admitted to struggles with gender imbalance. 
The Commission chose to study schools in the mid-Atlantic 
region because there could be no argument that the reach of 
its subpoenas issued by its national office extended at least that 
far. If, after completing the study, anyone was concerned that 
results from the mid-Atlantic states were not definitive, the 
Commission could have chosen to view this original project as 
a pilot study and expanded it accordingly. But to undertake a 
study of the entire country right off the bat would have been a 
waste of Commission resources.

As for the notion that there would have been shortcomings 
in the data, anyone who has ever done large-scale research 
on admissions policies (or any other large-scale social science 
research) knows there are always shortcomings in the data. 
There will be missing values because somebody forgot to check 
a box indicating whether a “Stacey Smith” or “Leslie Jones” is 

a he or a she. Some schools will accept students with either 
SAT or ACT scores, thus making it harder to compare one 
student’s treatment to another’s. In the end, some results will be 
statistically significant and some won’t be. But there was nothing 
wrong with the data in this study that would remotely justify 
tossing the whole study out. There were fears that data from 
one of the schools in the study would turn out to be unusable. 
But given that eighteen schools were selected in the hope that 
the data would pan out on fifteen or so, the results had actually 
exceeded the expectations of staff researchers, as well as the 
commissioners who had voted in favor of the study.

It was obvious something else was going on. One might 
suspect that there had been a change in the Commission’s 
membership. And one might suspect that the new members did 
not want a study on discrimination against women in higher 
education. But who? Was it the conservatives, who have been 
accused of not caring about women?

Well . . . no. There had indeed been a change in the 
Commission’s makeup. In September 2009, when the project 
was undertaken, it was supported by five of six Republican-
appointed members and neither of the two Democratic-
appointed members of the eight-member Commission. By 
March 2011, when the project was abandoned, two of the 
Bush appointees had been replaced by Obama appointees.22 As 
Andy Ferguson wrote in The Weekly Standard, “[T]he politics 
are very odd. [Republican appointees with generally right-
of-center views] might be thought by the usual ideological 
taxonomy to be reluctant to press an investigation into wholesale 
discrimination against girls. On the other hand, the project 
should have been meat-and-taters to the Democrats—a chance 
to expose a concerted effort by large, wealthy, unaccountable 
institutions to deny an education to qualified women purely 
on the basis of their sex.”23 Indeed, Ferguson is not the only 
commentator to have noted the odd political valence of the 
issue. Richard Whitmire, an education reporter for USA Today, 
titled an article about the project’s cancellation “The Muddled 
Politics of Male Gender Preferences,”24 and conservative writer 
Charlotte Allen—in a piece that was somewhat critical of the 
Commission’s project just as Ferguson’s and Whitmire’s were 
sympathetic—described the coalition that has coalesced around 
the issue as a group of “strange bedfellows.”25

While Allen is correct to characterize the coalition forming 
in support of male preferences as “strange bedfellows,” she is 
incorrect to describe the coalition opposing these preferences as 
comprised of “opponents of affirmative action for any group” 
and “hard-line feminists.” And therein lies one of the more 
remarkable facts about the debate over affirmative action for 
men: contrary to what one might expect, most feminists, hard-
line or otherwise, have said little or nothing at all about the 
issue. The lone prominent feminist whom Allen quotes as having 
spoken out about Jennifer Delahunty Britz’s column—Katha 
Pollitt—never wrote or spoke publicly about the Commission’s 
investigation, to our knowledge. In one Inside Higher Ed article 
about the Commission project, all of the representatives from 
feminist groups quoted were actually opposed to it.26

What could cause even the most hard-line feminists to 
turn a blind eye to what is probably among the more blatant 
forms of sex discrimination one can find domestically these 
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days? While there may be several plausible reasons to want 
to maintain the ability of private schools to discriminate on 
the basis of sex, many feminists have been eager to denounce 
anything that seems to even superficially work to women’s 
detriment.27 Is there some special reason that sex discrimination 
in college admissions—even at public institutions where it is 
illegal—does not bother them?

We can only speculate as to the reasons for their strange 
silence, although commentators have offered up a few intriguing 
and plausible-sounding possibilities. Some have claimed 
that women’s groups have been reluctant to speak out about 
preferences for men because they realize that preferences exist 
because men are falling behind in K-12 education. If men 
are falling behind, then women have “won” the gender wars, 
and feminist organizations are no longer necessary—or so 
the argument goes.28 Others claim that feminist groups are 
reluctant to speak out on this issue for fear that undermining 
affirmative action for men will lead to the undermining of 
affirmative action for racial and ethnic minorities, and these 
groups are part of the broad coalition of left-leaning activists 
first and advocates for women second.29 We note only that the 
website for the Feminist Majority Foundation devotes far more 
space to a “Say No to Pesticides!” campaign than it does to sex 
discrimination in admissions.30

We find a third possible reason for feminists’ silence to be 
especially intriguing—although we do not claim it fully explains 
the attitudes of feminist organizations. After years of failure 
to comment on sex discrimination in admissions, feminist 
opposition to the Commission study focused on a single line 
in the project proposal to justify their opposition to the study. 
That line read, “A small but significant problem may lie in the 
enforcement policies of the Department of Education” with 
regard to Title IX.31

The reference in the project proposal is to the method by 
which the Department of Education ensures compliance with 
Title IX in the area of athletics. In the almost forty years since 
Title IX’s passage, a disproportionate share of the attention of 
enforcement officials has been focused on sex discrimination 
in athletics—so much so that non-experts are sometimes under 
the mistaken impression that Title IX is a law that forbids sex 
discrimination in athletics rather than sex discrimination more 
generally. What was originally a relatively obscure enforcement 
policy—the Department of Education’s A Policy Interpretation: 
Title IX and Intercollegiate Athletics—may be having perverse 
and unintended effects on college and university admissions.

Unlike other college and university programs, most 
athletic programs are sex-segregated. Given that it is not 
self-evident that if given the choice men and women would 
choose the same kinds or the same level of athletic activity, 
athletics tends to raise the thorniest issues under Title IX. In 
chemistry classes, achieving equality is relatively easy: both 
women and men should be permitted to enroll, there should 
be no distinction made between men and women in the use 
of laboratory resources, and both men and women should be 
graded on the same scale. In athletics, it is not so easy. Since 
schools ordinarily prohibit men from joining the women’s field 
hockey team or women from joining the men’s wrestling team, 
some other way of establishing equality must be devised. Should 

schools have to spend the same total number of dollars on each 
sex? What if there are more male than female students at a 
given school? What if there are more male than female students 
interested in athletics? How should schools determine whether 
a student is interested in athletics or not? What if more women 
students prefer that resources be put in other extracurricular 
activities, such a chorus or theater—activities that men can 
participate in too, but sometimes choose not to?32

There is plenty of evidence that at this particular point in 
history, female students are somewhat less likely to be interested 
in sports than male students.33 Nevertheless, the Department 
of Education has devised guidelines which make it extremely 
difficult for any school to do anything but presume that men 
and women are equally interested in athletics and spend 
accordingly. Before an extra slot can be created on a men’s team, 
schools must show that women’s interest has been fully met, and 
the level of proof demanded is essentially prohibitive.34 Smart 
schools resign themselves to “substantial proportionality.” In 
other words, a university that is 60% female has little choice 
but to offer 60% of its slots on athletic teams to women—even 
if there are not enough women interested in playing sports and 
willing to take these slots and even if it means cutting back on 
athletic opportunities for men.

Such an approach leaves colleges and universities that 
fear “gender imbalance” in a bind. Offering male students 
the opportunity to engage in or watch athletic competitions 
is a time-honored method for recruiting them as students. In 
recent years, it has been a particularly useful strategy for some 
small liberal arts schools that view themselves as lacking a 
sufficient number of men.35 Because these schools ordinarily 
do not compete in Division I of the NCAA, they can offer 
some students, who would almost certainly be overlooked by 
the sports powerhouse schools, a chance to compete. But the 
Department of Education makes this strategy difficult.

The problem with the Department of Education’s 
“substantial proportionality” approach is that in its zeal to 
prevent what is likely phantom sex discrimination in athletics, 
it can end up encouraging real sex discrimination in admissions. 
Because it is perfectly legal to discriminate against women in 
admissions, as discussed supra, the substantial proportionality 
approach can have the unintended consequence of encouraging 
universities to discriminate in admissions rather than attempting 
to attract male students by offering them more athletics, 
knowing that, if they do, they will also have to shell out for 
female sports teams for which there is little or no interest.

Several feminists have taken the public position that they 
oppose the Commission’s study because it may touch on this 
issue. This seems odd to us on many levels. For one thing, as 
is clear from the full text of the Commission’s proposal, the 
Commission’s first priority was to get hard facts indicating 
whether discrimination was occurring at all. One would 
think that would be a priority for feminist organizations too. 
Discussion of the appropriate policy response is something that 
would come later if the study had confirmed that a substantial 
number of schools were in fact engaged in discrimination 
against female applicants.

Of course, it may be that feminists simply misunderstood 
the concerns about Title IX expressed in the proposal. One 
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remarked, for example, that “[t]he goal of this [i.e. the 
Commission’s proposed] approach would be to stop schools 
from discriminating in admissions by permitting them to 
discriminate in athletics.”36 The proposal does not state—and 
neither of us thinks—that Title IX permits or should permit 
universities that receive federal funds to discriminate against 
women in offering athletic opportunities. The problem, 
rather, lies with the “substantial proportionality” approach 
that the Department of Education has adopted in enforcing 
Title IX. Under current law, women students are presumed 
to be too burdened by cultural stereotypes to express a desire 
to play varsity sports even when directly asked by the school 
officials via internet survey.37 In lieu of the survey method, 
university officials are instead supposed to engage in a range 
of different activities to determine whether and to what extent 
there is unmet female interest. One Department of Education 
document states that to determine female interest in sports, 
colleges should among other things look at “participation rates 
in sports in high schools, amateur athletic associations, and 
community sports leagues that operate in areas from which the 
institution draws its students in order to ascertain likely interest 
and ability of its students and admitted students in particular 
sport(s).”38 So national universities like our respective alma 
maters are perhaps supposed to look at female participation 
rates in sports at reliable feeders like Phillips Exeter Academy 
or Stuyvesant High School in New York City. Or maybe they 
are supposed to look at patterns of female athletic interest at 
secondary schools that do send them students occasionally 
if more rarely, such as Raffles Junior College in Singapore or 
Palmer High School in Palmer, Alaska (population 8,201), 
the high school alma maters of one author’s college classmates. 
The Department of Education offers colleges no guidelines on 
what they are supposed to do if amateur athletics associations 
in Singapore compete in different sports than community 
sports leagues in Palmer, Alaska or if members of both such 
organizations have totally different preferences than Exeter and 
Stuyvesant students do. It is not surprising that most universities 
conclude that they have no choice except to throw up their 
hands regarding measuring possible unmet female interest and 
instead just to opt for quotas.

We advocate the simpler approach of sparing universities 
the trouble of beating the bushes of Singapore looking for 
female athletes and of showing some respect for college women’s 
choices. If women want more opportunities for athletics, they 
can be expected to answer survey questions forthrightly.

Our fear is that some of these commentators do understand 
our concerns about the unintended consequences of current 
Title IX enforcement, but that they and the organizations that 
employ them are committed to an athletic-centric view of Title 
IX. They have built their reputations on this issue and cannot 
retreat, no matter what the unintended consequences turn out 
to be. In any event, it seems unlikely to us that many women, 
given the choice, would find being flat-out denied admission 
to a particular college preferable to not having an opportunity 
to participate in competitive ice fishing because that college 
failed to make a sufficiently careful study of trends in Alaskan 
community athletics association membership.39

Then there is the right half of the political spectrum. 

Unlike those on the left, conservatives appear to have 
controversy within their ranks regarding affirmative action 
for men—even a wee bit of acrimony. A few months after 
the Commission undertook its project on sex discrimination, 
conservative columnist Mona Charen, published a column 
entitled “Civil Rights Commission Blunders Again.” In it she 
argued that the Commission “is about to subtract from national 
wisdom about college admissions by focusing on exactly the 
wrong problem.” Charen argued her point this way:

[W]e seem to have a boy problem here. For every 
100 women who earn a college degree, only 73 men do. 
These statistics practically shout ‘boy crisis.’ Yet the Civil 
Rights Commission apparently sees the problem as one 
of discrimination.40

. . .

. . . The Civil Rights Commission can do us all a 
favor by going away.

In her essay, Ms. Charen argues that boys are shortchanged 
at K through 12 levels by “feminized school environments; 
that they are also disadvantaged by their family environments. 
This somehow justifies preferences at the college level. This 
argument parallels one of the more common arguments in favor 
of preferential treatment for under-represented minorities—that 
African Americans, Hispanics, and American Indians should 
receive preferential treatment at the college level, because 
they are shortchanged in K through 12 and/or in their family 
environment. (We note that on other occasions, Ms. Charen 
has supported California’s Proposition 209, which bans both 
race and sex discrimination in, among other things, admissions 
to state colleges and universities.)41 We would respond to those 
arguments the same way as we have to the argument in the 
race context.

We are perfectly willing to entertain the possibility boys 
are being shortchanged in K through 12 and/or in their family 
environments. (This point can be overstated, however, since 
part of the reason men are relatively scarce in higher education 
is that they are more likely to prefer to enter the military or 
the building trades, both honorable paths in life.) But if it is 
true that boys are being shortchanged, the problem needs to 
be corrected early on, while they are still in K through 12. It 
will do no good to paper over it at the college level, and it may 
well do harm.

There is now abundant evidence that accepting an 
affirmative action leg-up hurts a minority student’s chances 
of becoming a doctor, scientist, or engineer.42 A better 
strategy is to attend a school at which one’s entering academic 
credentials roughly match the median student’s. It is entirely 
possible that affirmative action is similarly backfiring for male 
students accepting a preference—and that preferences are thus 
leading to fewer rather than more male students fulfilling their 
ambition to become a physician, scientist, or engineer.43 That 
is one among many reasons the current state of affairs is worth 
investigating.

Moreover, if the source of boys’ difficulty in K through 
12 is “feminized school environments” such that boys lose 
interest in school, Ms. Charen should have been positively 
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enthusiastic about the Commission’s project and especially 
about examining the Department of Education’s substantial 
proportionality rule.44 Discrimination in admissions allows 
colleges and universities to perpetuate any such feminization. 
By enforcing the law against sex discrimination in admissions 
that cover public colleges and by promulgating similar laws that 
would cover private colleges, the federal government would 
be strongly encouraging schools to adopt other methods of 
attracting male students—like offering them more athletics, 
more programs in engineering and physical science, and perhaps 
even a few frogs and snails and puppy dog tails or whatever it 
is that is supposed to please male students.

We note for example that Brandeis University recently 
tried the “puppy dog tail” approach with a promotion that 
gave free baseball caps to the first 500 men who applied 
there—a gimmick that we believe is unlikely to have much 
impact.45 Other institutions have engaged in creating academic 
or vocational programs designed to appeal to men, such as 
institutes for building and construction and a “motor sports 
program,” which one university official described as an 
engineering program in disguise.46 All of this is exactly what 
Charen should wish to encourage in her quest to counter any 
feminization of colleges and universities.

Some social conservatives dubbing themselves “biological 
realists” have claimed that preferences are necessary because 
women want or need to date men in college so that they can 
marry and have families within a narrow biological window 
of opportunity.47 We certainly do not reject this argument out 
of hand. But we have several comments: First,we should note 
that nobody seems to have asked actual college-age women 
about this. The proposal for the Commission study suggested 
making efforts to get actual data on this question.48 Second, 
sex discrimination in admissions probably does not increase 
the total number of male students attending college; it simply 
re-arranges them. From the standpoint of an individual school 
attempting to please its female “customers,” sex discrimination 
in admissions may seem like a crowd pleaser, but from the 
standpoint of the system as a whole, there is no net benefit 
and hence it is in some ways gratuitous. Third, even if women 
generally prefer being discriminated against at the admissions 
level to attending schools where women dominate, that is not 
the whole of the issue. We very much doubt they prefer the 
Department of Education’s misguided Title IX enforcement 
policies relating to athletics to sex-blind admissions policies. Put 
differently, if allowing colleges to create more opportunities for 
men to play sports—so long as they can show with reasonable 
evidence, like internet surveys, that they have already met the 
demand for opportunities in women’s athletics—would attract 
more qualified men and hence obviate the need to discriminate 
in favor of less-qualified men, we strongly suspect that most 
women would prefer it.

Finally, there is another possible “biological reality” that 
deserves some thought: It has been our experience at least that 
many women want men who are at least as smart as they are 
and perhaps smarter. Without data, of course, it is difficult 
to do anything but speculate. But consider this: One of the 
consequences of widespread race-preferential admissions policies 
is that talented African American students end up distributed 

among colleges and universities in very different patterns 
from those of their white and Asian counterparts. When the 
schools that are highest on the academic ladder relax their 
admissions policies in order to admit more under-represented 
minority students, schools one rung down must do likewise. 
Otherwise, they will have far fewer minority students than 
they would have had under a general color-blind admissions 
policy. The problem is thus passed on to the schools another 
rung down, which respond similarly. As a result, students from 
under-represented minorities today are overwhelmingly at the 
bottom of the distribution of entering academic credentials at 
most selective colleges and universities. The problem with sex-
preferential admissions is almost certainly not as great. But we 
are concerned that it may be greater than many realize. Is this 
really something “biological realists” or conservatives concerned 
about the “feminization” of schools would want to ignore?

This isn’t an easy issue. We don’t pretend to have all the 
answers. All we can offer at this point is food for thought. 
The one thing we are quite sure of is this: Despite the fact 
that neither those on the left nor those on the right want to 
“own” this issue, it cannot be wisely ignored. We very much 
regret that the Commission’s study was cancelled after eighteen 
months of work.
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